Introduction
This paper shows that the use of the Japanese exhaustive particle dake 'only' in a Contrastive-marked sentence results in exhaustification over potential literal acts of assertion in the sense of [1], rather than exhaustification over propositions. Also, the data supports the idea that the exceptive meaning denoted by dake contributes to an expressive level of meaning.
Contrastive-Marking
As noted by [2] , Japanese Contrastive-marking involves a morphological marker -wa and a prosodic peak in the intonation (indicated by capitals). Following the structure meaning approach (c.f. [3, 4] ), I argued in [5] that the prosodic peak of Contrastive-marking creates a partition of the asserted proposition into B (background) and F (Focus). The morphological wa-marking then introduces the Con operator that takes the structured meaning as its argument and yields a conventional implicature. The Contrastive-marked sentence presupposes that there exists a stronger alternative to the asserted proposition (2-b), and conventionally implicates that the speaker considers the possibility that the stronger alternative is false (2-c). The interpretation of (1-b) is depicted in (3). This treatment of Contrastive-marking predicts that if a Contrastive-marked proposition, i.e., B(F), is the strongest among its alternatives, the sentence causes a presupposition failure. This prediction is borne out by the following example. In (4), the asserted proposition, 'everyone came.' is the strongest among its alternatives. Namely, it entails all of its scalar alternatives, 'someone came.' 'most people came.' etc., and none of the alternatives entail it. As a consequence, Contrastive-marking is not compatible with the asserted proposition. 
Puzzle
An interesting puzzle arises when a Contrastive-marked sentence contains the exhaustive particle dake as in (5).
(5)
JOHN-dake-wa John-dake-Con kita. came.
Let us try to calculate the meaning of (5) with our current tools. If we take our F to be 'John' and F to be 'John and Mary', we obtain the implicature (6-c), which is incongruent with the native speakers' intuition. 
